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White 

Good evening.  It’s hot, it’s steamy, it’s Rio and the 15
th

 Paralympics are just a day away.  

Well tonight we’ll be hearing about the medal prospects of our visually impaired 

Paralympians, including our judo squad. 

 

Clip 
Pre-Beijing and around Beijing time and beforehand people knew – oh yeah there is a 

Paralympic squad.  But I think now people could probably name the whole squad and that’s a 

big step.  It’s become sort of part of the British judo environment. 

 

White 
But if you’re not bitten by the sports bug, it’s not all toil and sweat, we’ll also be meeting 

blind people who find themselves the subject of a new photographic exhibition. 

 

Clip 
In this colour photograph Dave is standing in front of a pitch black background.  Dave is 

looking straight towards the camera with his mouth closed and he is unshaven with several 

days’ growth. 

 

White 
But first, regular listeners to this programme will know there aren’t many sports blind people 

haven’t had a go at and often to a very high standard.  But oddly over recent years that 

prowess hasn’t been reflected too prominently in Paralympic medals.  So will it be better this 



time?  I’ve been talking to Tim Reddish, he’s Paralympic medallist himself, a former 

performance director of the Paralympic swimming squad and now chair of the British 

Paralympic Association.  So how does he rate our chances this time? 

 

Reddish 
The chances are very good because of the qualification process we have.  First and foremost 

those athletes have to go through a qualification process to earn the right before they can be 

nominated and selected.  For example, the judo players have got to go out there and compete 

in competitions around the world to gain ranking points to enable them to get the 

qualifications and that’s the same with the cyclists and the swimmers.  So it’s very, very 

tough.  So medal potential is good, we’d love it to be great in every individual but it’s very, 

very high.  And they all come here with their own expectations – they want to win medals 

anyway. 

 

White 
And thinking about specifically visually impaired athletes of one kind and another, I mean 

what about the medal expectations there? 

 

Reddish 
Every athlete that’s been selected has the potential to win medals.  So every single one – for 

example Hannah in the swimming has been banging it out at World championships etc., now 

Hannah has the opportunity to compete in more than one event so her medal potential 

increases, whereas the judo players it’s one day, that is it for them, it’s that one event, so it’s 

a little bit tougher and the cyclists have got to [indistinct word].  So they’re all – every single 

athlete that is here will want to win a medal, not everyone will, some of them will be in that 

fourth to eighth place but expectations are high because the overall medal tally is high. 

 

White 
Of course you now, as chair of the British Paralympic Association, you’ve got a lot to do 

beyond simply the sport haven’t you. 

 

Reddish 
Yeah, when we come to games time my role is classed as the President of the British 

Paralympic Association and Paralympics GB team, so therefore I have a slightly different 

role from that of a chairman running a business, it’s now about making sure that as head of 

delegation everything is in place.  Part of our back of house we have a crisis management 

team and everything, just in case we need to sit down and make things happen.  And also 

meet and greet our guests, our supporters, UK Sport, ministers that will come out, we have 

our royal patron coming out, so it’s my role to work with them, to then introduce them to the 

sports and the key sports people when we take them round to the venues. 

 

White 
Did you ever imagine when you were diving in the pool – when I started to cover these things 

back in Barcelona and Atlanta – did you ever imagine that you’d be a bit of a toff and Chris 

Holmes would be in the Lords? 

 

Reddish 
No, me and Chris were both – we were roommates in Barcelona at my first Games and we 

had our head of delegation, our president [indistinct word] thinking – who are they, what do 

they do.  And now I do it and I know what they do – they work damn hard.  It was a lot easier 



being an athlete because you just concentrated on your athletic performance.  But it is a great 

honour and a privilege and I’ve come through all that continue - as being an athlete, being a 

performance director and now this – it’s a great privilege to me, I’m really proud and 

honoured to do it. 

 

White 
We’ve talked in the past about the problem of attracting young visually impaired people into 

sport because amongst other reasons the lack of opportunity sometimes at mainstream 

schools, are we any way nearer to solving that problem? 

 

Reddish 
I still think that’s a challenge for us.  Both visually impaired and sighted young children – I 

think it is a challenge.  We are getting better, there are more and more opportunities than 

there used to be but also what I have found is from when I was first losing my sight there’s 

more sports now for them to do.  So if, as a visually impaired person, when I was losing my 

sight, there were maybe four, five, six key sports, now there’s 20 odd key sports and they’re 

all scrambling for you.  So I think it is harder but I still think there is more work to be done 

within the school system or after school system – that’s the key I think, the schools are 

getting better but it’s that link and that bridge from school activity through to community 

activity. 

 

White 
So we’ve mentioned the swimmers, where else are our medal hopes going to come from? 

 

Reddish 
Well we’ve got from the cycling point of view, you’ve got the track athletes on the tandems 

which were very successful in London and they’ve been doing very well and it’s good to see 

them on the track.  They will also be road racers but they focus primarily on the track.  And 

we’ve got some good prospects in judo, which is fantastic because we’ve got a judo team of 

all visually impaired athletes that has grown since London, so that’s great.  So for me there’s 

youngsters coming through there but also the whole team has grown, so that’s fantastic 

opportunities for us. 

 

White 
That’s Tim Reddish.  And we’ll be hearing from some of our judo hopefuls later in the 

programme. 

 

And medal winners will certainly be hearing quite a lot of this sound.  [Clicking]  We’ve 

probably all had our photograph taken at some time or other but depending on your level of 

sight the resulting image may well have left you a little nonplussed, if indeed anyone ever 

bothered to show you the results at all.  Well I didn’t think you’d be interested as you can’t 

see – is a common enough response. 

 

But now someone has chosen to put blind and visually impaired people in the picture, making 

them the subject of their latest exhibition.  Last night Tony Shearman went to a private view 

of the Art University in Bournemouth.  He asked photographer Sue Macpherson, why use us? 

 

Macpherson 
It started about 10 years ago.  My mother-in-law started to go blind to the point where she 

became extremely isolated and although we sat with her and described things for her I was 



aware that she was not able to take advantage of any modern technology to help her.  So I 

was interested to see what people would do nowadays and what assistance and help there 

was. 

 

Shearman 
So tell us about the exhibition itself, it’s not just a case of photographs on the wall, it’s much 

more interactive than that isn’t it? 

 

Macpherson 
Yes it is.  Very early on in the project it became obvious that to tackle a project like this the 

whole point is about it being inclusive and accessible to everybody whilst being informative 

to sighted people.  So I’ve included tactile images and also audio descriptions. 

 

Audio description 
This photograph is of Shani working at producing an intricate sculpture of a lioness and her 

cub.  She is seated to the right of a grey… 

 

Shearman 
So Shani we’re standing alongside your picture, you obviously can’t see this because you’re 

totally blind but there’s a helpful braille description underneath your visual image, could you 

read it for us? 

 

Shani 
Yes.  Shani is a sculptress and she studied art at the Royal National College for the Blind.  

She has been blind since birth. 

 

Shearman 
And then above that there’s an actual tactile image of the photograph, what can you make of 

that, can you describe that for us? 

 

Shani 
Yeah, I’m assuming this is the table – the work bench – which is the lioness and her cub and 

this is my arm and I’m assuming that’s my head with my hand by my eye.   

 

Shearman 
And why is your hand by your eye? 

 

Shani 
It’s an old habit, it’s a sort of concentration thing I guess.  I’ve done it since really young, like 

almost since birth.  Lots of people with the same condition do touch their eyes, it’s a 

stimulator for the retina. 

 

Shearman 
And so are you happy with the image that… 

 

Shani 
Yeah it’s lovely.  Very like I would be in my natural environment. 

 

Music 

 



Shearman 
Now this is a photograph of someone who In Touch listeners may remember from a couple of 

weeks ago, this is Janice the boxer.  So Sue, tell me about this picture, what’s Janice doing in 

this picture? 

 

Macpherson 
Well Janice has come outside from the boxing club to get a bit of fresh air and she’s leaning 

against the wall in a rather slumped exhausted position and she’s wearing the most enormous 

pair of pink boxing gloves, which with her arms hanging down they come down to her knees.  

And she also has her favourite boxing boots on with pink laces in them, she absolutely loves 

the colour pink and she said she wanted it to be a fun aspect of her boxing. 

 

Shearman 
The interesting thing is that in none of the photographs has anybody got a white stick or a 

guide dog, so it’s not apparent that they are visually impaired, was that a conscious decision? 

 

Macpherson 
It was a conscious decision as far as I did not want to do the cliché of a white stick and a dog 

and therefore you know, I wanted people to become aware through the tactile image, through 

the audio description that people that they’re looking at are visually impaired. 

 

Dave 
I’m Dave, I’m an acoustic shooter and sailor. 

 

Shearman 
Now Dave tell me why you decided to take part in this exhibition and be photographed. 

 

Dave 
Well Sue came and asked me if I’d take part in a photographic exhibition for her Master’s 

Degree and she was interested in what I was doing because there aren’t many blind people 

who currently shoot, there’s only about a hundred blind shooters in the country at the moment 

who are actively taking part in competition. 

 

Shearman 
Well let’s have a listen to the audio description of the photograph. 

 

Audio description 
In this colour photograph Dave is standing in front of a pitch black background, holding a 

very modern match air target rifle.  He has it raised to his right shoulder… 

 

Shearman 
Now you’ve heard what it looks like, are you happy with the outcome? 

 

Dave 
Yes I’m happy with the outcome.  Apparently I look quite menacing, which is quite funny but 

– people don’t usually say that to me.  But no, it’s interesting that people might look at it and 

not realise I’m actually blind. 

 

Audio description 
Dave looks like Dirty Harry in this photograph and he is ready for action. 



 

White 
Tony Shearman reporting.  The exhibition called Look is on until this coming Saturday, that’s 

the 10
th

 September.  More details on our website. 

 

And now the latest of our In Touch columns where we invite listeners to ponder on what it’s 

like from this side of the fence.  The latest to take up the opportunity Richard Lane. 

 

Lane 
I’d really like to make one thing clear.  The general public are invariably a great source of 

assistance.  So often they say to me – are you okay, can I give you a steer, maybe down on to 

the train platform or up on to the tube.  And sometimes I say yes, that’s great and at other 

times I’m happy to say no, especially if it’s a familiar route for Topper, my guide dog and 

myself.  But oh dear there’s a relatively recent phenomenon spreading like a virus and it 

needs stamping out.  Sighted people walking along the street or across a station concourse 

blind to their environment. 

 

Heads down I imagine with their eyes fixed on the screens of their smartphones or their 

tablets, dealing with emails before they get to the office.  Or looking at GPS, trying to find 

the best way to their destination.  Sometimes it’s just a shoulder brush and if you’re lucky 

you’ll get an apology and are you okay and before long we’re up and running back on our 

way.  But at its worst it can be a full frontal assault – halfway across a busy street – and it can 

be terrifying. 

 

I’ll never forget the guy, I think it was a guy because it felt like a big man and I thought I 

heard a male voice talking into a mobile phone, as he took Topper and myself out halfway 

across a busy London street.  Maybe his phone call was so important that he didn’t realise 

what he’d just done but Topper and myself were in a chaotic spin as we desperately tried to 

find the sanity of the kerb.   

 

But I guess I’ve got to keep this in proportion because that’s the worst example of what I call 

sighted blindness.  Usually they’re just little bumps.  After all sighted people bump into other 

sighted people, so it’s not something that just happens if you’re blind.  But just saying sorry if 

you’ve bumped into a visually impaired person does wonders to restore our confidence and 

dignity and we’re soon back up and running again along life’s bumpy road. 

 

White 
Richard Lane.  And if you’ve got an idea for a column do let us know and we’ll do our best to 

make it happen. 

 

Finally, back to that Paralympic judo squad we mentioned earlier in the programme.  By this 

time most of the athletes here have been practically put into quarantine as far as interviewers 

are concerned, apparently we journalists might interfere with the coaching vibes.  But just 

before they left the UK I got a brief chat with members of the judo squad and I wondered 

how accessible the sport was for visually impaired people who fancied a fight. 

 

Judo squad member  

If you’re completely blind it’s very difficult to do because it’s very technical.  So it’s just 

easier to get information into your head if you can see the person.  If you can see a little bit 

and the coaches are willing to spend time with you they can actually show you all the moves, 



they show you all the patterns of movement and the throwing techniques.  Once you learn 

those things it’s all about feel, so it’s about the pressure you put on your opponent, the 

pressure they put on you and manipulating your opponent to move in a certain way, so you 

can take advantage of that movement.  Now none of those things need eyesight. 

 

Judo squad member  

I think it’s incredible.  I think the British Judo Association are very good with making those 

adjustments for vision.  It’s largely successful because of its culture. 

 

White 
When you say its culture you mean blind people and partially sighted people have been doing 

it for quite a while? 

 

Judo squad member 

I think they’ve been doing it for quite a while but I think with London and everything like 

that so many people have now brought into Paralympic sports and stuff like that everyone’s 

watching it. 

 

White 
So are you literally saying the last four years you’ve noticed a difference? 

 

Judo squad member 
Pre-Beijing and around Beijing time and beforehand people knew – oh yeah there is a 

Paralympic squad but I think now people could probably name the whole squad and that’s a 

big step.   

 

Judo squad member 

It’s become sort of part of the British judo environment. 

 

White 
What about in terms of spreading it to other visually impaired people?  Do you get involved 

in that? 

 

Judo squad member  

We have talent ID days and stuff like that but it is really inclusive but it’s not just an 

equation, you can’t just find someone that’s a certain weight, a certain strength and get them 

to be good at the sport. 

 

White 
So what would make, if you were talking to someone or you were trying to draw up a profile 

of who’d be a good judoka? 

 

Judo squad member 
If you’re going to be top level there’s certain physical attributes that are beneficial but if 

you’re going to learn how to do judo, get a black belt, be proficient at the sport, a lot of 

dedication, a lot of effort and that’s what you need. 

 

White 
I’m going to talk to you all a bit about your prospects for these games.  Jack? 

 



Hodgson 
It’s my first games, I’m 19, so I’m not actually meant to go out – meant to go out there and 

win a gold medal, we’re just looking at – amazing if I did it, it would be brilliant – but 

realistically we’re looking at just going out there, performing my best, seeing where we 

actually are on the world scale and taking the experience so we can learn from it and develop 

for 2020. 

 

White 
And Jonathan? 

 

Droan 
My aspect is a little bit different because I see judo as not necessarily the same as running, 

where if you run under sub 10 seconds you’re going to find yourself in the final, there’s a lot 

more uncontrollables.  And so as I’m bounded by those same rules I could go out in the first 

couple of seconds then so could the top seed.  So I’m just going to play as hard as I can, see 

how it goes. 

 

White 
Because it can end very suddenly, a judo fight can’t it. 

 

Droan 
Hopefully in your favour and so then you’ve got a lot more energy for the final but stay in the 

present moment and just sort of like keep pushing harder. 

 

White 
Chris, you do train with the mainstream squad, the Olympic squad, don’t you? 

 

Skelley 
Yes we do, we do train with the Olympic squad as well yeah, so it’s very integrated.  We’re 

very lucky to train with some great Olympic athletes at the British Judo Centre of Excellence 

in Walsall.  Going to Rio hopefully I’ll just perform the best and see what comes out on the 

day and hopefully try and get a medal. 

 

White 
Sam, you can look back on past months, I mean where is British judo at the moment? 

 

Ingram 
Things are looking good.  I’m not saying we’re going to go and rule the world but we’re 

going to have Paralympic medals.  Personally obviously I’d like to win gold, I’ve got a 

bronze and a silver now and the elusive gold is still there but one, two or three I’ll be happy. 

 

White 
And as a squad? 

 

Ingram 
As a squad – two medals. 

 

White 



Talking to me were Jonathan Droan, Chris Skelley, Sam Ingram and Jack Hodgson.  And the 

very best of luck to all of them and indeed all our competitors.  I’ll be reporting on their 

progress and much else next week. 

 

You can contact In Touch by calling our actionline on 0800 044 044 and that’s for 24 hours 

after the programme.  You can email intouch@bbc.co.uk or if you can go online there’s more 

information on our website, where you can also download tonight’s programme.  That’s it 

from me, Peter White in Rio, producer Cheryl Gabriel in London and the rest of the team, 

goodbye. 
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